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CH.APTER I 
INTRODUC'l'ION 
1'he congenitally aphasic child •s ability to process auditory 
signals has been extensively explored by speech and language patholo-
gists. ~rhis child appears to be unable to pick up the auditory cues 
from the envi:t·orunent which are essential for learning language 
(Eisenson, 1972). Marsh (1961) defines aphasia in children as an inability 
"to receive language with meaning". Education of these children has 
usually attempted to improve their ability to process auditory cues 
(Rarnpp, 1973). Var:i.ous dimensions of auditory processi.ng have been 
examined by researchers and educators (Aten. 1973; Chappell, 1972; R~es,_ 
197.3: d.eH1.rr:H::h, 1967; Ti.:isenson, 1973). 
Chalfant and Scheffilin (1969), in thei~ review of resea.rch in 
auditory processing d.ysfunction."l in children, note that there are 
children t~.ho have normal hearing and. yet cannot process and obtain 
meaning from auditory st:tmuli. They state t "There is need ·to describe 
disorders in processing and utilizing auditory stimulus in more detail. r~ 
Referring to the aphasi.c child, Chase (1972) states that "one of 
the most striking clinical. features of pa-tients w:l.th congenital aphasia 
is the 5..nconsistent and a.'berrant manner in which aud.:i.tory input, 
pa:rt:!..cula.rly speech, is dealt with". He also notes that speech sounds 
do not elicit the imitat:tve effort that is required fo~ normal language 
learni.ng. He further emphasizes that future knowledge in the area of 
the physiology of the a.udito:c-y system shoulcl provlde mo}~~ evaluati<.m of 
·the hypoth;::si:s that congenitally aphasic childr~n have a significant 
~-----=----
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pathology involving the central auditory nervous system. Cha.se.also 
observes tha:t for some children with congenital aphasia "speech may be 
understood if sentences are simple, spoken slowly, and efforts are made 
to avoid distractions while speech is being exchanged~" 
An important dimension in comprehending spoken utterances is rate. 
Studies involved with increasing the rate of a spoken message (Foulke, 
1969; Stroud, 1967; Jestert 1966) have shown that increased rapidity 
of the speech signal negatively influences comprehel~ion. On the other 
hand, researchers (Thompson, 1969; Berry, 1971; Berry and n;rickson, 1973) 
have observed that decreasing the rate of ·the speech signal appeax·s to 
aid comprehension fer some subjects. 
E;isenson ( 1973) believes that the aphasic child 1 s primary auditory 
def:lcit. is :tnfluenced by rate. He states& "With only rare exception, 
we consider the aphasic child's basic perceptual impairment to be one 
for auditoxy perception for speech at the rate at which speech is nor-
mally presented." This statement implies that normal speech may be 
too fast f<.1r the child w:i.th auditory processing diff':tculties. 
Hirsh (196'?) has commented on rate and its influence on auditory 
processing. He suggests "that the basis for auditory processing is the 
dimenslon of time. He states that auditory :processing consists of 
events "whose qualities and cues for recognition depend upon what it 
is that changes, "by how much, and how fast in time. 11 Thus J Hirsh 
supports Eisenson 3s observations that the rapidity of speech has an 
important effect on auditory comprehension. 
Referring ·to ad.ul t aphasics who also er..hibi t auditory p:.coces.sing 
~-- ----
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difficulties, l<~fron (1963) states thata "When the speech rate exceeds 
the capa~ity of the aphasic to properly sequence, complete failure. of' 
communication might result on the receptive side." In other words, 
increased rate leads to difficulties in comprehension. 
Few researchers have examined the effects of rate-controlled 
speech on the comprehension abilities of aphasic children. Thompson 
(1969) presented linguistic mate1~al to aphasic children at five ratesa 
two expand~d (slow) , trro ~ompressed (fast) , and one normal. Her results 
suggested that comprehension of linguistic structure may improve for · 
young aphasic children (ages five to seven) when it is presented at an 
expand.ed rate of speech. 
Studies involving rate manipulation have been done with other popu-
lations. Results of a study.by Berry and Erickson (1973) indicated that 
yow1g normal (non-language impaired) children had improved comprehension 
at t1m slower rate conditions when compared to a normal rate condition. 
Parkhurst (1971) experimented with the ability of the adult aphasic to . 
follow cormnands when presented at expanded, compressed and normal rates 
of speech. Results demonstrated t.hat the subjects performed more poorly 
under the compressed condition and performed about the same under normal 
and expanded rates. Parkhurst stated t however, that. the aphasic aduH:;s' 
behavior in response to the expanded rate suggested that they might have 
:possibly benefitted from more time in processing the first pt\rt of' a. 
long speech stimulus. 
It is obvious that the effect of speaking rate on the ability of 
aphasic children to comprehend verbal material has not been extensively. 
I ~ 
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4. 
researched. · The studies cited above suggest that an increase in rate 
adversely affects comprehension by various subjects, while a decrease 
:tn rate may improve comprehension by certain subjects. Therefore, the 8 .. ~·----
present study attempted to examine the effects of the rate at which an 
auditory stimulus is presented to aphasic and normal children. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter presents previous research concerned with the 
following areasa 
1. auditory processing and the aphasic child 
2. effects of rate-controlled speech on comprehension 
methods of altering rate o:f speech 
4. comprehension of specific linguistic str~ctures 
Lastly, t.he statement of the problem is _posed. 
_Auditory _ _processintl and :t.he ~a~!c chill 
F'or purposes of this ·study, it apperu·s important to examine spaci-
fie dei'intt:lons a.nd descriptions of the auditory processing ability of 
ths aphasic child, az discussed by various theorists and researchers in 
the profession of speech and language pathology. The cor.geni tally . 
aphasic chUd,has been vat'iously labelled as "perceptually impaired", 
"brain-dama.ged" ~ "receptively aphasic", and 11language disordered''• 
The term ••aphasia" as used in terms of this study refers to the chi.ld who 
e;r.hibits a d.elay in language developme~t, with no family history of 
la~...-uage diso:t."der, amt no evidence of' peripheral deafness, mental defi-
ciency or psychological disorder (Chase, 1972). 
Auditory processing by the aphasi.c child has been a focus of s·l:,udy 
by T:Cisertson (1966). He noted that this special population of children 
possesg dis·turbances in the following 'basic functions of language 
learning& 
The capacity to receive stimuli ·t.hat.. are produced in sequen.tlal 
F---
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order; 
2. The capacity to hold the stimuli in mind, to hold the sequen-
tial impressions so that its components may be integrated into some 
patternJ 
J. The capacity to scan the pattern from within so that it may 
be compared with other impressions or remembered patterns; and 
4. 'l'he capacity to respond differentially and meaningfully to 
the perceptual impression. 
He remarks that an alternative term for the auditory disturbance is 
"non-specific la..J.guage disability" as this "refers to those who have 
an impairment of a variety of vaguely defined linguistic functions." 
(Eisenson, -1966), 
Aten (1970) states thata "the ail-important· ingredient in audi-
tory perception is the ability to perceive temporal relationships and to 
retain rapid incoming signals thrJ.t are brief and frequently occurring." 
The aphasic child's difficulty in recei vi:ng the language stimuli appro-
priately is also noted by Myklebust (1956). He statesz "If the central 
nervous sJrstem is impaired, a symbolic lar,guage disorder might, ensue, 
which is referred to as aphasia, In children, the cono.itlon in which 
the comprehension and/or expression of the spoken word is affected is 
called aphas:l.a." He defines auditory perception as the ability to 
"structure the auditory world and select those sounds which are immedi-
at ely pertinent ·to adjustment." It is an impairment in auditory percep-
tion and aucli tory processlng Hhich characterizes the aphasic child as 
"brain-different". (Eisenson, 1966) As noted above, these researchers 
6. 
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agree that the aphasic child exhibits an impairment with the auditory 
processing system and that his/her perception of the speech stimulus is 
thereby.affected. 
Rate-ContEolled Speech 
Jester (1966) observed that increased intelligibility of spoken 
sentences occurred 1-rhen speaking rate was slowed. Other studies have 
revealed that comprehension appears to be adversely affected when 
speaking rate is increased (Foulkep 1969; DeHoop, 1965; Goldstein, 1940). 
Little research has been conducted with the aphasic child's 
ability to comprehend rate-controlled speech. Thompson's study (1969) 
appea!.'S to be the only published one. Her stud.y involved twenty children 
with auditory processing difficulties. They ranged between five and 
seventeen years of age. The experiment required the subjects to listen 
to 50 d.eclarati ve sentences (Noun Pb.ra.c:.e plus Ve!'b Phrase construction). 
These were presented at five different rates, including one normal rate, 
two expanded rates, and two compressed rates. Rate was altered mechani-
c~.ly by an Electro-Rate Changer. Each subject was presented with ten 
sentences at each rate. Comprehension was determined by selecting a 
corresponding illustration (from a choice of three) that best depicted 
the spoken utterance. Results indicated that there was no significant 
difference in comprehension across the fi.ve rates for the group as a 
whole. Hot.rever, it was revealed that some significant differences 
occur:red for the t.en youngest subjec-ts (ages five to seven). It appeared 
that. comprehension was i.mproved at t.he expand.ed. rate for these young 
subjects. Thompson suggested that the expanded ~·ate may not hinder 
l-- ------------
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comprehension as she previously believed it mlght. 
Berry and Erickson (1973) studled the effects of speaking rate on 
comprehension by normal children. The subjects in their study were 
ten kindergarten children and ten second grade children t-iho were at 
various levels of linguistic developmen·t. The receptive :portion of the 
Northwestern Syntax Screening Test (Lee 1 1969) was used as the ·stimulus 
material. The material was presented at five different rates. The 
rates were altered by a live voice. The results indicated that correct 
scores tended to decrease as rate increased and that comprehension 
varied as a function of sentence length at the compressed rates. Compre·-
hension was better at the two expanded rates than at the three faster 
ra:t.es t including the normal rate. 'I'he authors concluded that there is 
little doubt that deceleration of speaking rate may facilitate comp:r:e-
hension for those children who have not yet reached linguistic maturity. 
Stroud (1967) e}."Perimented with rate alteration using normal speak-
ing children and child.:ren with articulation disorders as subjects, His 
8. 
study revealed significant differences in comprehension a·t the compressed 
rate and no differences at the ex~anded and normal rates. Those 
child.:ren lti th deviant articulation scored significantly loNer in compre-
hen'3ion at ·!;he compressed rate than did their normc.d speaking counterpal:'t.s 
at the compres;sed rate. 
DeHoop (1965) conducted a study which campa.red the a1,i.lities of 
cerebr:al palsied and other physically hand:lca.pped childr<:n to compr:;;hend 
s:pecch Hhich WaS presented at two Speaking rates t one normal. ra.te and 
one faGt.er rate. 1'hese were altered by a li·vo volce. Results revealed 
---------
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that the normal rate appeared to improve comp:rehension of running spef:ch 
for both groups. .F-.com her experiment,, DeHoop hypothesized that audi·tory 
perceptual disturbances in the cerebral palsied make it more difficult 
to comprehend a listening selection when the stimulus conditions are 
unusual. While DeHoop's study involved only normal and compressed 
rates, her hypothesis may have some bearing on the comprehension of 
Studies of rate-controlled speech by aphasic adults have been com-
pleted by DeRuyter (1973) and Parkhl~st (1971). These studies led to 
similar conclusionsa that aphasic adults performed poorer on tasks 
involvi.ng speech that had been either expanded or compressed. However,. 
Pm~khurst (197'1) indicated that adult a:phasics may benefit when speech 
is .expanded.. Her study involved the comprehension of verbal commands by 
the adult subjects. DeHuyter 0s research (1973) involved the correct 
discrimination of paired nonsense words containing one different dis-
tinctive feature. Word lists were presented at three ratesa expanded, 
compressed and normal. Results ind.icated poorer discrimination by the 
aphasic adults at the two experimental ra.t~s. However, later exc1.lTlina-
tion of the equipment used for. rate a.lt(3ration revealed that three 
filters of the expanded mode har.Lcaused a distortion in -chat rate of 
presentation. DeRuyter hypothesized tha·t this could be a reason for the 
subjectsi poorer scores at the expanded rate. 
In an experiment by Sheehan (1975) involvlng a listening task with 
--------------
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aphasic adults, he noted improvements on the second day as contrasted with 
the first day of exposure to the exper1.mental condition. He pointed out 
that no improvement in comprehension of the material occurred from day 
one to day two with the normal listening condition. Sheehan concluded that 
novel and foreign material needs an introduction and that learning how to 
listen appears to be important for the aphasic adult. 
Compressed speech has been studied extensively by Foulke (1969). 
His studies of rate-alteration indicated that normal adults perform more 
poorly on comprehension tasks as rate is increased. Goldstein (1940) 
also found a linear loss in comprehension as speed of meaningful dis .... 
course Wa.$ increased with normal adult subject. However, in a study by 
J·es·b,er (1966) ths experimenter noted similar effects as :She&han (1975). 
Jeste.r~s study showed tha.t comprehension of. materlal t-ras better at a 
compressed rate 9 when presented twice, than a·t a normal rate presente!f 
once. A possible interpretation for this could be that s~bjects respond 
bf~tter to the second presentation of an experimental condition due to a. 
learning fac-tor. 
It is apparent from the studies cited above that compression of the 
speech stimulus appears to adver3ely affect comp~ehension. It also 
appear::~ that the expansion of speech ma.y have a bnnef'icial effect on the 
comprehension abilities of young children, particularly those with audi-
tory processing difficuJ.t,ies. 
Method of Alteration 
A review of the literature on rat.e-controll13d srJeech reveals three 
primary methods of alteration: 
,, 
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1. Timing of live voice 
2. Speech sampling 
3. Pitch No~nalizer 
It appears important to note that dlfferences in the methods of rate 
alteration can greatly affect results of the study dealing with ·the 
effects of rate-controlled speech on comprehension. 
The Ber:ry studies (1971; 1973) employed the use·· of live voice. 
The experimenter practiced the timing of speaking at five different 
rates (sy~lables per second) before a final taping was completed. As 
Berry states& "Precise control of the speaking rate is not easily ' 
achieved even with practice." 
Foulke (1969), Parkhurst (1971), Stroud (1967) and Thompson (1969) 
have altered rate by means of an Electro-Rate Changer, a mechanical 
device which controls rate without disturbing the frequency. The Rate-
Changer reproduces brief, periodic samples of a speech signal in o1."'der 
to alter rate without affecting the pitch. For this reason, the 
incoming speech signal must be sufficiently short, as to not delete 
critical feat-ures of the sample. While this machine is an electronic 
one and alters :r..·ate without affecting pitch, only short segments of on-
going speech can be altered at a time. 
Work done at the University of the Pacific with rate alteration 
(DeRuyter, 1973) has been done with the Pitch Normalizer, an electronic 
device which alters rate without affecting pitch. It is a machine 
11. 
"nhich alloHs expansion to t the normal ra.te or compression by a 
factor of 2. It has bands of narrow bandpass filters, the output of 
which is either frequency doubled (in the case of expansion) or frequency 
halved .(in the case of compression). For example• in the twice-rate 
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mode, a voice spectrum which is normally between 100-:3500 Hz is doubled 
so t.hat it enters the speech processor at 200-?000 Hz. 'I'his spectrum 
is then presented to thirty,-six 100 Hz filters spaced 100 Hz apa--rt. '!'he 
frequency of the output of these filters is divided by 2 to correct for 
the pitch change and the result is then summed in art amplifier and pre-
sented to the listeners." (Harris, 19?2) 
Because this machine is able to change an ongoing signal, it pre-
sents less lim:i.tation for use than does the speech sampling method. 
f:t•equency band width to some extent, the speech sampling also limits 
12. 
speech input to short segments. It is apparent that further research 
needs to be done comparing the quality of various machines designed to 
alter rate. 
Studies by Thom!k10n (1969) and Be:t-ry and Erickson (19?3) toJith 
aphasi.c and normal children involved the comprehension of sentences under 
al-t.ered rate ·conditions, and it was observed that expanded ra·te appeared 
beneficial to comprehension. Berry suggested that length of utterance 
and grammatical complexity t as well as rate, appear to influence com·-
prehension •. 
In Berry's study (19'?1) both groups of subjects examined revealed 
a difficulty in comprehension of the following contrasting s·t.ructures · 
. (in order of difficulty)& question versus statement; direct versus 
indirect object; and who versus what. In addition, specific structures 
were more difficult for the kind.ergarten su'bject.s (in order of difficulty) a 
this versus that and active versus passive roles within a sentence. Com-
parat.ively, the fourth most difficult structure for the second grade 
subjects l'tas irregular noun with verb agreement. 
----
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Other re:;;~arch has dealt with the comprehension of specific linguis-
tic structures by normal. children. Fay (1972) statesa "In language 
development" shifting the character of pronominal word forms, thelr 
referents, case and. number, pose special problems for all children". 
In his discussion of personal pronouns, he states that difficulty exists 
in the comprehension of heard pronouns and decoding the message in which 
they are embedded. For example, Fay makes reference to discriminating 
between the pronoun "you" and "I" in sentences. He adds that often in-
terrogative verbs and wh-question fo~s act as auditory clues for better 
understanding of what answer is required by normal children. 
Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown (1964) discuss structures which are 
d:i.fficult for the child l·li th auditory processing problems to comprehend 
ati . .a, normal rate of speech. They note that structu:r-es presenting leaSt 
difficulty area affirmative versus negative; subject versus object in 
the active voice; and present progressive and future tenses. According 
to these authors, the most difficult contrasts appear to ber indirect 
versus direct object; subject versus object in the passive voice; and 
singular versus plural marked by inflectional endings. l'hese observations 
-a"t'e in agreement with the findings of Berry (1971) in her study of com-
prehension of structures by normal children. 
Chappell (1972) offers further information regarding the compre-
hension breakdown experienced by children with receptive language 
problems. He reviewed previous research and noted that often these 
children experience d.ifficulty with: homonyms, words. for cortce:pts of 
modality specific experiences, words for spatial relation concepts, 
~~­
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quantitative words, words centering a:round temporal re+ations, conceptst' · 
o:f s:i.milari ty and differences, and question forms. 
Under normal rate conditions, Semel and Wiig (1975) have observed 
the comprehension abilities of normal and learning disabled children 
for specific linguistic structures. They used the Assessment o:f Children's 
Language Comprel1ension (Foster, 1972) and the receptive portion of the 
Northwestern Syntax Screening Test (Lee, 1969) as their test inst~~ents. 
Their results showed that the learning disabled subjects appeared to have 
a reduction in comprehension of linguistic concepts requiring logical 
operations and simultaneous analysis. Using the Assessment of Children's 
La."'1g\lage Comprehension. it was observed that the learning disabled group 
scored approxima.tely the sa'lle as the normal group on one-word vocabulary 
items. Their scores on the test decreased as more crltical elements were 
added to the previous structures. The results of the Northwestern Syntax 
Screenir~ +est presentation showed that overall, the· learning disabled 
group scored six percent lower than the normal. group~ The follol-ring 
structures appeared .. particularly difficult for the learning disabled 
group: who versus t-rhat; question versus statement; this versus that; 
direct versus indirect object. Results of the administration of ·the 
Assessment of Children's Language Comprehen..ciion also suggested diff.tculty 
with possessive relations and spatial relations for the lea:rning disabled 
group. 
Another study by ~liig and Semel (l973) looked at the comprehension·. 
of' linguistic concepts which requir.e logiccJ. operations. They, compared .·. 
the comprehension of learning disabled and normal achievers, between the 
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ages of seven and eleven years of age. Their comprehension test was 
developed from both the Ninnesota Test for Differential Dlagnosis of 
Aphasia (Schuell, 1965) and from a language assessment battery by Luria 
(1966). They examined five relationships: comparative relationships, 
passive constructions, relationships between sequential evants, spatial 
relations, and familial relationships. Their results indicated that the 
learning disabled group comprehended less across all five areas than did 
the normal achievers. Further, the most difficult category for the 
learning disabled g.roup was familial relationships; the least difficult 
category was· comparative relationships. The normals, on the other hand, 
had ·(,he most difficulty with the relationships between sequential events, 
and. least difficulty with compa.rati ve relationships and familial rela-
tionships. 'l'hese results seem to indicate a difference in comprehen~ion . 
between learning disabled and normal achievers, as well as a reduction in 
comprehenslon between the two groups. The authors quote Goodgl.ass and 
Kaplan (1972) who state that the discrimination and :i.nterprt~tation of 
familial relationships depends entirely on word order. Se1r;el and liiig 
therefore c1·mclude that the last word in a sequence could assume primary 
importance. They fu_~her suggested that learning disabled children react 
to the sequence of the ~ritical elements :rather than the syntax, as 
evidenced by results of reactions to passive constructions. Thus, it 
can be noted that for both the Berry (1971) and Semel and Wiig studies 
(1973;1975), it. appears that the same structures are more difficult for 
young normal and lea.1:ning disabled children. 
The above studies appea-r to have various implications concerning the 
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breakdown in comprehension by the aphasic child. While not many studies 
have dealt directly with the comprehension of linguistic structures by 
aphasic children, it appears evident that there are various factors of 
16. 
the spoken message which influence the aphasic child's underst.anding of it. 
It appea~ that their systems lose many of the linguistic cues within 
sentences that lU'e vital to understanding their semantic purpose. Perhaps 
an expansion cfthe rate of the presented stimuli may enhance comprehen-
sion of more difficult structures. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study was designed to determine if there was a significant 
difference in the comprehension of rate-controlled speech by young aphasic 
and. normal chi-ldren; and if comprehension of specific linguistic struc-
tures uas affected by the rate of presentation. 
It was hypothesized that. the aphasic children would better compre-
hend li.nguistic structures which were presented at the expanded rate 
of speech, as compared to the normal and compressed rates. 
It was further hypothesized that the normal children would compre-
hend structQ~es better at the expanded rate than at the normal rate. 
I·& was also hypothesized that the compressed rate of speech l>Tould 
be more difficult to comprehend by both groups of children. 
· a7~~~~~-~~ 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the comprehension of 
specific linguistic structures by young normal and aphasic children would 
va:ry when they were presented at three different speaking :rates. The 
designed to determine which linguis·tic structures would present the 
most difficulty for the subjects under each rate condition. 
Sub,iects 
A total of sixteen subjects were initially chosen to be i.ncluded 
ln the study, Subjects were children whose ages ranged between .5-0 
ye<.-:.r::s and. 7-0 yee;rs. Mean age in both groups was 6-0 yea:rs. Sex was 
no:t consisered a variable. Another requirement for inclusion in the 
study ~ras that the subject would be willing to wear a set of headphones 
for a ten to fifteen minute period on three separate occasions, and. 
would be able to attend to the task presented for that period of time •. 
One subject was excluded due to an inability to attend to the task. 
The experimental population consisted of ten children with recep-
tive language QtsorJers. The control group consisted of five children 
w:tthout language disorders. The criteria used for 'being placed in each 
group follows. 
The aphasic group, those with receptive language disorders, was 
composed of ten children currently enrolled in an Aphasia/Severe Oral 
-- - ------ ----
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Language Handicap program of the Stanislaus County Department of Education. 
As part of the selection of subjects for the present study, the require-
ments for admittance into the Aphasia/Severe Oral Language Handicap 
program uere used. Stanislaus County uses the State of California guide-
lines for determining placement criteria. These guidelines area 
1. has a severe disability in the comprehension and/ or expression of 
oral language. 
a. The minor shows normal intellectual potential as measured by 
instruments that do not require oral directions or oral expression. 
b. Scores on auditory-verbal scales on one or more standard tests 
or sub-tests of language assessment fall two standard deviations below . 
the mean for the minor's mental age as indicated in (a), except that any 
minor above the tiiO standa.r.d deviations but below one standaJ."d deviation 
may be designated as an aphasic and/ or severe oral language handicap •~ :·' 
if agreed upon with the unanimous decision of the administrative corr~it-
tee. 
c. The minor is non-verbal or when spontaneous language sample of 
at least .50-100 lltterances can be obtained, the sample show3 development 
judged clearly inadequate for the minor's age in at least two of the 
follorring areas of language development& syntax, semant.ics, morphology, 
phonology. 
2. The disability is of such severity as to require enrollment in a 
special day class, intensive remed.ial instruction, or an integrated 
p:r:ogram of instruction. 
J. Aphasia and/or Severe Oral Language Handicap is evidenced by the 
F3------------
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written statements certifying that the minor has a severe speech and/or 
language disorder, not due to deafness, men·i;.al l.'etard.ation, or autisnt 
(~tanislaus County Department of Education, 197.5). 
In addition, a further criteria for inclusion in the experimental 
population was the judgment on the part of the classroom ·teacher that 
the child had a language disorder which was primarily receptive in natU1~e 
_rather than expressive. Each , participati.ng claSSI.'Oom teache:r held a 
credential in speech and hearing, and it lias believed that their judg--
ments would insure that children with normal comprehension abilities 
would not be included in the aphasic group. 
The control group was composed of five children enrolled in a normal 
first grade classroom in the Stockton Unified School District. Criterion 
for selection of the cc>n.trol group was a.s follows a 
- · - 1. Enrollment in a normal cla.'3sroom 
2. Currently not receiving any form of remedial education or 
special services in the area of reading, mathematics, or speech. 
The criterion were developed in order to insure that the subjects were 
~t least of average intelligence and did not have any type of learning 
. disa.bili ty that 1-rould interfere with normal comprehension of speech. 
-------
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Stimulus material 
--·---
'rhe stimulus material used in this study consisted of 38 sentences 
and four single words. Each sentence was characterized by a specific 
linguistic structure ranging from three to ten words in length and 
with varying complexity. Each structure (or word) was selected in 
accord~~ce with previous research which had determined that aphasic, 
comprehension of these structures. The stimulus material is listed 
_by structure in Appendix D. Each structure is defined below, according 
to Watkins (1971). Also included is the number of sentences used in the 
test stimuli which represented these structures. 
'· Pro~. !<'our structures involving pronouns were included in 
the . test stimuli. Two involved number-gender disti.nction ln pronouns, 
ioThich distinguished t.he number of persons and their SeX Within a struc-
ture. One structure involved distinguishing the pronoun "you" within 
a structure, and is referred to as a pronoun reference. The fourth 
involved a d.emonntrative pronoun, which points out an individual or idea. 
~ubject-ob.ject reversal. The subject of a sentence is the one 
performing the action (verb), and the object is the one affected by the 
action of the verb, Reversal occurs when the subject and object of a 
._ sentence are interchanged within the sentence. 'l'Ho examples of subjec·t-
objec-t reversal occux in the test stimuli. 
Posnessive case noun is defined as the use of the possessive form 
(denoting Olmership) befo:re a noun. One example of this structure was 
included. 
~:~;0~~;--~ ~ 
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Negation is the nullification of the sentence or parts of the 
i 
~-- -------- --
sentence. In the test stimuli, examples of negation of the noun phrase '6-----------
~--~--- ~=---=--=-=-=---= 
l<~ere used and two sentences representing negation of the verb were used. r E-----
~ 
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Future tense denotes a verb which is subs€quent in time to the 
present. One example of future tense was used in the test stimuli. 
Subje•::t-verb agreement. The number indicated by the noun in the 
Two examples of this construction were included. 
Active-passive voice; embedded active-Eassive clause. A transitive r: '~ 
verb is either active or passive. When the subject acts, the verb is 
active. When the subject is acted upon, the verb is passive. In the 
tost stimuli, tw·:> active-passive voice structures were used. The em-· 
bedded clause is. that Hhich is an inclusion within a sentence. T'..ro 
examples of this. construction were used. in' the test material. 
Comparativef. It expresses an increased or less diminished degree 
or amount of quality or manner of an adjective or adverb, denoted by 
the simple form. Two comparative structures were in the test stimuli. 
Quanti~l denotes amount in the case of this test, when referring 
to a noun. One structure was included~ 
T:lm~ ~~}ation refers to the concept of succession of events. One 
sentence represented this structure •. 
22. 
~atial relation refers to the position, place or direction of 
objects in space. Three examples of this were used under the headings 
spatial relation, preposition of place, and order in series. Pre]9s~­
tiou of place refers to a prepostional phrase which indicates the place 
of an object in space. Order in series refers to the postion of an 
object in a series of objects. 
other substantive receiving the actton of the verb. An indirect object 
is the word t<rhich indirectly receives the action of the verb, Two 
sentences involving both of these were included in the test material;. 
one uses the indirect object as a. recipient of an action and the other 
uses a preposltiona.l phrase ( a.s an indirect object) as receiver of the 
action. 
Question form. In this study's test, questlons involved either 
what, who or where. Three sentences of this form were used. 
Perfective aspect indicates time or action completed before another 
time or action. One sentence represented this structure in the test. 
Past tense denotes action that has been completed. One sentence 
in the test represented this structure. 
Noun marker is an addition to a noun which demotes a quality of 
the noun. One adjective noun marker was included in the test, 
Adjective attribute. An adjective modifies a noun or p:ronoun. In 
constructions, the term attribute is used. for the modifier, In the test 
material, three sentences represented this. 
Pun is defined as one word with two or more meanings. One pun was 
included in the ·~est material, 
-------------1;; ____ --
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Object of em~.~_Med verb_i.~uedo-subject. In this structure, 
the direct object of the verb acts as the subjed of the sentence. 
.Four of the sentences were taken from the Northwestern Syntax 
2,). 
Screening ·rest (Lee, 1969) and represented. the following structuresa 
question form, demonstrative pronoun, and possessive case noun. Four 
--------------
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sentences were taken from the Test f_or_A_Qdi_t.o:cy_Cmn;pr~heJ1SiOn_j}:fL----~------~---
Language (Carrow, 197.3) and represented these following structuresa 
futu1.·e tense, adjective noun marker, a.'!}d spatial relation (preposition 
of place). The remaining sentences were designed by the experimenter. 
The three graded vocabulary items used in the test were selected 
from the Dolch Reading List (19J6) and the Slosson Oral Reading Test 
(197J), in acco:r.dance with a specified order of acquisition in the 
reading :process. 
Recording Eroces~ 
The stimulus material was divided into three different lists. 
Each list contained all 42 stimuli, but in a different, random order. 
Each list was recorded by a native North American: female speaker. 
The recording was done in a soundproof room en a Sony-Hatic T-104 
taperecorder, at the speed of .3-J/l} cps. 
The speaker practiced each list so that the sentences were spi)~ 
ken at a normal rate of speech (90 w.p.m.) and without noticeable in-
flection of key words within the sentence, which might give clues as 
to the correct respop.se ~ 'I'he speaker also observed the VU meter of 
the taperecord~r to insure that each utterance was fairly consistent 
in volume. 
List 1, which was later used as the expanded rate, was recorded 
with a three second pause between utterances; this.produced a six 
second pause after time alteration. List 2, used for the compressed 
rate 0 was recorded with a ten second pause between utterances, to 
insure a :five second pause in the final compressed tape. List J, 
,used for the normal rate, was recorded with a five second pause between 
·utteranc~s. 
Time alte~,:t:.ign 
In order to alter the :r·ate of the recorded stimuli, the LM-312 
Pitch Normalizer was used. The Pitch Normalizer is an electronic 
d.evice which alters rate without affecting the pitch. It is capable 
of changing the rate of an ongoing speech signal. 
Themachinewas on loan to the University of the Pacific by 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. At the time of its use for this 
study~ i~ had just returned from the company after being serviced. 
Because ?f this the quality of the recordings was satisfactory. 
The process of rate alteration for each recording involved the 
use of ttro ta:perecorders (TC-.540 Sony Solid State) which were ~onnec.., 
'. 
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ted to the Pitch Normalizer. 'I'he original recording was played from 
Hachine 1 into the Pitch NormaH.zer and the time-altered tape lfaB 
recorded directly onto a tape of the second recorder. In order to 
expand List 1 t.he original tape was fed into the Pitch Normalizer at' 
1-3/4 cps. Compression was done by feeding the original recording 
(List 2 ) into the Pitch Normalizer at 7t cps. List 3 was run through 
The normal mode filters the speech sample, limiting certain frequency 
band widths, as it does at the expanded and compressed rates_. . It 
does not, however, alter the rate at this mode. The end result of' 
the rate alteration wa.ss 90 w.p.m. (normal), 45 w.p.m. (expanded), 
and 180 w.p.m. (compressed). 
Respons!Un,gde 
A non-verbal response mode was employed. Each child was required 
to point to one of tr~ee pictures that they believed best illustrated 
the sentence they heard through the headphones. The subjects were 
shown cne set of three pictures with each auditory presentation •. 
l"orty-b·o sets of three 3t" by 9" black and. white drawings were 
used to correspond to the 42 items of the auditory stimulus. Each 
2). 
se·t of drawings wa..'5 taped to a 15" by 9" piece of blue cardboard that .. 
could be easily handled ~rithout its bending. 
Each set of drawings consisted of the followings 
1. A drawing depicting the structure/word presented auclitorily, 
2. A drawing depic·t;ing a contrasting structure/word 
3. A miscellaneous drawing 
;~------- ----------
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.Append:i.x B presents the drawings. 
f3ubject instructlons 
Each subject was given the followlng instructionss 
You are going to hear me talking on these headphones. 
When you hear what I say I want you to point to the 
picture that I am talking about. Listen carefully 
because sometimes I will sound different. You don't 
have to hurry, so take your time. 
~ ------------
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The subject was then given two trial sets o_f~p_i_etures ._The___e_xamin_e....._ _______ --c_ _ _ 
used a live voice at normal rate to determine if the child understood . 
the instructions. If no response was made, or if an incorrect re-
sponse was made, the examiner repeated the sentence using a carrier 
phrase "Show me ____ ... 
Presentation of stimuli 
--- . -·--
:·· 'l'he three tapes lfere presented to the subjects Hith an interval 
of two lfeeks between each presentation •. This period of time was 
selected in an effort to reduce learning. Each subjec·t was presented 
with ·~he experimental rate conditions on the first and second pre-
sentations. All subjects were presented nith the normal rate condi-
tion on the third presentation. 
Each subject was seated in a quiet room, fac:tng a wall" to prevent 
visual distractions, The subjects were required to wear a set of 
binaural headphones (KOSS K0-727B) for receiving the auditory stimu-
lus, A TC-,540 Sony Solid State taperecorder wa.s used for prest~nting 
the taped lists, The examiner also moni'tored the sti.muB. through a 
set of headphones. 
I 
. l 
The 42 sets of drat-rings were placed in ·a pile in front of the 
R--- -----------
subject. The examiner was seated next to the child and turned each M~=-==. ;:: __ 
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card after a response was made. If no response was made, or if re- iJ ~---- ---
;-j 
·sponses were made slowly, the examiner stopped the recording. At no 
time was a subject allowed to hear the auditory stimulus twice. The 
examiner recorded the subject's respo~~e on a score sheet. 
CHAP'l'ER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This st.udy was designed to determine the effects of rate-controlled 
speech on the comprehension of specific li~1istic structures by young 
normal and aphasic children.. In addi.tion, the study was intended to 
determine if comprehension of specific linguist:1.c structures varied across 
rate conditions. 
It was hypothesized thata 
1. The e~~anded rate of speech would aid comprehension by the 
aphasic children, Hhen compared to the no~"'nal and cc,mpressed rates J 
2. The: control group would comprehend the st.ructul."es bett.er 
at -tb.e e}.-pand.0d rate than at the norrnal rate condition; and 
3. The-,; comprehension o:f linguist,io structures would be more 
difficult at the .. :_'com:pressed rate, when compared to the normal and 
expanded rates for both groups. 
All responses were recorded by this experimenter and then analyzed 
statl.stically. Further analysis was done in terms of percent correct, 
The raw scores for each subject appear in Appendix C. 
The Mann-Whitney U Test (Siegel, 1956) was selected as an appropri-
at.e non-parametric measure for related samples with Gmall numbers of 
subjects. A statistical analysis of correct scorer, for subjects within 
each group was performed, at the three rate conditions. li,or :purposes· 
of this study a. • 05 level of confidence was used as t.he upper limit, to 
consider significant differences. This analysis revealed the follmring 
results: 
I 
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1. A significant difference :!.n comprehension was revealed between 
the aph~~ic and control groups at the expanded rate, Hith the control group 
o btainirtg higher scol.'eS. 
2. A significant difference in comprehension l-Ias revealed between 
the aphasic and control groups at the compressed ratei with the control 
gx·oup demonstrating significantly higher scores. 
1!-----~'~·,___~A"-"'sc..-.<ignificant difference in com-prehension was revealed between the 
~ ·.•' 
aphasic and. control groups at the normal rate, with the control group demon-
strating significantly higher scores. 
Further analyses were completed to test the hypothesis that the 
expanded rate would aid comprehension by the aphasic group. The Mann-
Whitney U Test was performed to compare the scores of the aphasic group 
a.t ·the expanded• ;normal and compressed rates. The following results were 
observedt 
1. For the aphasic group, a significant difference in comprehension 
was revealed between the expanded and normal rates, with higher scores at 
the normal rate. 
· 2. Ji'or the aphasic group, a significant difference in comprehension 
wa.c.; revealed between the expanded and compressed rates, with higher scores 
at the expanded. rate. 
J, For the aphasic group, a significant difference in comprehension 
was revealed between the normal and compressed rates, with higher 
~-- --------
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scores occurring at the normal rate. Therefore, the normal rate was 
the mode of presentation which produced higher overall comprehension 
by the aphasic subjects. 
Similar statistical analyses were performed to compare the scores 
at each rate for the control group. The following results were obtainedt 
1. li'or the control group, no significant difference in comprehen-
sion was revealed between the expanded and nonnal rates. 
2. A significant difference in comprehension between the normal and 
compressed rates was revealed, with the controls as a group demonstrating 
higher scores at the normal rate. 
J. For the control group, a significant difference in comprehension 
was revealed betneen the compressed and expanded rates, with higher scores 
being demons tra;bed at the expanded rate. _ 
Therefore,, the normal and expanded rates were revealed to be the 
modes of presentation which produced higher comprehension scores by the 
control group, when compared to the compressed rate. . Any dlfference be-
tween comprehension at the expanded or normal rates did not attain the 
level of significance established. 
A further plrrpose of this study was to determine if comprehension of 
any specific linguistic structure was altered by the rate of presentation. 
Therefore, further observation was made of responses by the two groups of 
subjects under the three ra·te conditions to individual linguistic struc-
tures. Appendix D li.sts each structure, its corresponding sentence(s) 
~--- -- -------
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and. the percentage of correct respo1wes by the groups of subjects under 
each rate condition. 
It was observed that differences in comprehension of certain H.n-
guistio stx~ctures occurred between the two groups as well as across 
the. three rate conditions. These observations are summarized on the 
following three pages, Table 1 illustrates responses by each group to 
the lingui-stic structures at the expanded rate. Table 2 illustra:~es 
the responses of each group to the structures at the normal rate • 
. · . Table J illustrates the responses made by each group to the structures 
··at the compressed rate. It must be remembered throughout this chapter 
that results refer only to the small population of children used in 
this study n.nd cannot be applied to a general population of children. 
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Discussion of the Data 
I·t was expected that the aphasic group noul<l demonstrate poorer 
comprehension of verbal information when compared to their normal cotmter-
parts, due to their known auditory processing deficit. Statistical 
analysis supported this expectationa the control group d~monstrated 
higher comprehension score_s than did the aphasic group at all rates. · 
The results of this study did not support the hypothesis that com-
prehension would be improved for the aphasic group at the expanded rate, 
as compaxed to the normal rate. Thompson's study (1969) had suggested . 
that younger aphasic subjects might benefit from speech presented at an 
expanded rate. Parkhurst (1971), too, had sta·ced that aphasic ad.ul·ts 
appeared to benefit when speech was liresented at an expanded rate on 
comprehensi.on tasks. A :possible explanatio~ for the apparent disparity 
between the results of the present study and the studies jus·& cited 
may be that the expanded rate condition was perceived as an unusual 
stimulus by the subjects. This was suggested by DeHoop's (1965) obser-
vations that auditory perceptual disturbances may make it more dif:t'lcult 
to comprehend a listening selection when the stimulus is unusual. 
Jester (1966), in his work with normal adult subjects, noted that com-
prehension of r.tate:rial was better when the experimental condltion wa.s 
presented twice. Sheehan (1975) also observed tha·t training in learning 
holoJ to listen appears impnrtant for sub,jects with auditory processing 
difficuJ.ties. He stated that nov~l and foreign material may require. an 
introd.uction. His study revealed an overall improvement in comprehension 
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of an in·terpolated tape on the second day of its presen·~ation. He 
pointed out that improvement occurred only for younger aphasic adults, 
and tha·t under normal (non-experimental) listening conditions no sig-
nificant increase in learning occurred. Since no pre-training with 
either the expanded or compressed rates occurred in the present study, 
the subjects were not prepared for this particular stimulus. According-
y, their performance showed no improvement under the expanded condition. 
It appears, then, that the amount of .exposure is a factor to be taken 
into consideration 1-rhen analyzing the results of this and other studies 
which deal with rate modification. 
The second hypothesis, that the expanded rate would improve compre-
hens~ton by the control group as compared to the normal rate, was not 
supphrt,ed 1'Y the results of the study. Analysis of the results for both 
the expanded and nm:mal rates reve·aled no significant differences in 
comprehension by the control group. This result runs counter to the 
results reported by Berry and Erickson (1973) involving a normal popu-
lation of children. Thejx study indicated better comprehension occurred 
at the two expanded speaking rates. One explanation for this disparity 
could be t.he fact that their subjects, like the aphasic subjects men-
tioned previously, were not prepared for the unusual stimulus. Another 
reason could be that tl1.e Berry and Erickson study used live voice. The 
authors noted that it· is difficult to control speaking rate even with 
practice. 'rheir experiment produced speech that was altered to the ·rates 
of 2:~6, J.4, 4.7, .5.3 and 6.3 syllables per second, while the present stu~.y 
altered a normal rate of 90 H.p.m. to 45 w.p.m. and 180 w.p.m. respec-
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tively and was done electronically. 
Results of the present study supported the hypothesis that, for 
both groups, there would be better comprehension a·t the expanded and 
no:rmal rates as compared to the compressed rate. 'I'his finding is in 
agreement with previous research (Berry, 1971: Stroud, 1967; DeHoop, 
1965; Foulke, 1969; Jes·t.er, 1966) which revealed that, for both children 
was compressed. 
In summary, results of this study did not support the first two 
hypotheses, tl1at comprehension of linguistic material by both groups 
of children would improve when speech was expanded. Results did support 
the th:ird. hypothesis • that both t,rroups would comprehend speech presented 
at. t.he·~expa.nded and normal rates more read.ily than they lWuld speech 
presented :lt the compressed rate, 
Facilitatiop of comprehension at~he expanded and normal rates 
Although the overall results did not indicate that either group's 
compTehension was enhanced by expanding the material, it is interesti~~ to 
note that ce1~ain specific linguistic structures appeared to be better 
comprehended by both groups at the expanded rate as compared to the 
normal ra·te. The aphasic group show-ed improved comprehenston of five 
stl"llctures; the control group of one. The structures vlh:ich ·the aphasic .. 
group understood. more readily at the expanded rate were: noun marker, 
demonstrative pronoun, future tense, spatial relation and perfective as-
pect. Fraser, Bellugi and Brown (1964) and Chappell (1972) noted that. 
I 
spatial relation is a structure presenting :pa:r.t:tcula:r. difficulty for the 
aphasic population. On ,the other hand~ future tense tras notGd by ll"'raser., 
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Bellugi and Brown (1964) as 1)eing least d.ifficult for children with audi-
tory recept::tve difficulties. Therefore, the expanded rate facilita·ted 
the comprehension of other structures not previously noted as being 
of special difficulty to this population. 
It should be noted that,.at the normal rate as contrasted with th~: 
other two rates, -~he aphasic group received higher comprehension scores 
on five of the strtlcturesa time relation, pronoun reference, embedded 
active-passive clause, comparative, and question form. Chappell (197~), 
Fay (19'?2) ·' and :V"'raser, Bellugi and Brown (1964) pointed out that th~SE! 
particular structures present difficulty in comprehension by normal 
children as well as to those with auditory processing difficulties. 
''I'he control group demonstrated higher scores at the expanded rate 
on only one structure, in constrast to all other structuresz subject-; 
ver'ti:'ao>:rreement. At the normal rate, this group showed bet.ter compre-
hension of two structures, in contrast to all other structuresz ac·tive-
passive voice and time relation. 
Differences between the two groups in comprehension of certain 
structures may be expla.ined by the fact that some structures were repre-
sented by mo:t'e than one sen.te~ce. It is important. to note that even with-
in groups, subjects responded inconsistently. Sentences representing a 
particular structurewereoften not responded to in the same wa.y. Evi.:. 
dently, some·sentences·featuring·a particular structure were more diffi-' 
cult to c.omprehend than others with the same structure. For the a:phasics 0 
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inconsistent responses were noted for the follo1-1ing structures a sub-
ject-object reversal; embedded active-passive clause; comparative; 
negation of verb; negat.ion of noun phrase; question form; and preposi-
tion of place· •. For the control group, inconsistent responses were ob-
served for these structures& graded vocabulary; comparatives, question 
form; negation of verb; and preposition of place. It should be noted 
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by both groups. Possible reasons for this may be that the pictures 
representir~ the struct~~es were not adequately clear to the children, 
or that the length of some of the sentences demons'trati.ng a :particular 
structure was greater than others. However, within only one struc-
ture, the comparative, was there notable difference in length of utter-
ance, e:i,ght words as compared to f:tve. other structures dernons·trated 
length$ of three or four words. The possible influence of length on 
comprehension is discussed further in a later sec·tion. 
Difficulty in comprehension at all rate con~tions 
The aphasic group experienced difficulty in comprehenSion at all rates 
\ 
for the following structures, in order of difficl.ll·ty, pun, object of em-
bedded verb is pseudo-subject; perfective aspect; number-gender distinc-
tion in pronounsJ a."'ld recipient as prepositional. phrase. They experienced 
special difficulty with certain structures at the expanded rate which 
hadn't occurred at the normal rate of presentation. These werea order in 
series and active-passive vole~. They showed frequent errors in compre-
hension at the normal rate for the following structures, in order of 
difficultya noun marker, future tense, and spatial relation. Moreover, 
the subject.-verb agreement structure t'las difficult for aphasics at the 
40. 
compressed rate. It is interesting to note that this same s-tructure 
was more easily comprehended by the control group at the expanded rate. 
This could indicate that comprehension of this structure, which is 
ordinarily difficult, can be improved by sloHing its rate of :presentation. 
The control group experienced difficulty with the pun at all rates 
of expression. Moreover, when the compressed rate was int.roduced they 
had increased difficulty comprehending the following structures, in order 
of d:tfficulty: . pun, noun marker, object of embedded verb a.s pseudoa·Sub-
jec·t.; and recipient as prepositional phrase. Since these s-tructures are 
similar to those which presen·ted difficulty to the aphasic group at all 
rates, it appeared that, when subjected ·~o the compressed rate, the control 
grcm:p experienced. a. comprehension deficit siinila.r to that of the aphasics. 
This supJ:'Orts Aten•s observation (1970) that the difficulty the aphasic 
experiences has to do with time, since given less listening time (compressed 
rate), the normal group shared this problem. 
Chappell (1972) observed that children with receptive language problems 
often experience ~omprehension breakdowns with words of spatial relation, 
temporal rela·t:.ion and quantitative words. In the present study, the aphasic 
group seemed to have no difficulty comprehending time relation or quanti·ty, 
but they did demonstrate difficulty with "the spatial relation structure 
across rate conditions. 
Question forms did not appear to pose particular difficulty for the 
control group at the normal or expanded rate, but did· for. the aphasic group 
at all rates. Fay (1972) believes question forms and interrogatives often 
serve as auditory cues for better understanding by normal subjects, and 
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Chappell (1972) listed the question form as difficult for those 
children with auditory processing disorders. The present study 
supported their observations. 
Semel and Wiig (1973) viewed comparatives as presenting diffi-· 
culties for chil~en with learning disabilities. In this study, the 
aphasic group had trouble with one sentence used to demonstrate the 
41. 
comparative structurez "This is bigger and heavier than a dog." This 
was the longest sentence within that structure, and that the group had 
difficulty with it bears out Berry's (1971) suggestion that length of 
utterance may influence comprehension just as do grammatical complexity 
and rate. Semel and Wiig also noted that learning-disabled children 
appear to react to the order of llords rather than to syntax, as evi-
denced by their reactions to passive constructions, Neither the aphasic 
nor the control group in the present study seemed to have difficulty 
withthe active-passive voice at the normal rate, but the aphasic group 
did experience more difficulty with it at the expanded rate. Possibly 
the reason was that, with the expanded rate, the child is required to 
retain information a longer time from the beginning to the end of the 
utterance, This may indicate that longer sentences are more difficult 
to comprehend at the expanded rate. A short memory span is a charac-
teristic of the aphasic child mentioned by both Aten (1970) and Eisenson 
(1966). The retention of lengthy structures at the expanded rate may 
negatively 1.nfluence comprehension. 
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A final observation based on the results of this study may be made 
by examining.the individual scores of the subjects on each presentation. 
Four of the ten aphasics and. three of the five controls actually obtained 
higher scores at the expanded rate than at the normal rate. This may 
indicate that some young subjects perform better on comprehension tasks 
at an eXpanded rate, as suggested by Thompson (1969) and Parkhurst (1971). 
Throughout this discussion, it is important to realize that due to 
the small population of subjects used in the study, it is difficult to 
make generalizations about the comprehension abilities of the aphasic 
population as a whole. Further, the small number of. structures tested 
liini·ts the inferences that can be made concerning comprehension of specific 
linguistic structures by normal or aphasic children. What is impOrtant. 
to note iS that the Subjects Lcomprehe.nsion Was affected by the rate of 
presentation. Also, results between the two groups appear to be both 
quantitatively and qualitatively different. This is supported by the 
fact that the aphasic group demonstrated poorer comprehension across rates, 
and results revealed that comprehension of linguistic structures was 
variously affected at the different rates between the two groups. 
= __ _ 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMJI1ARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The aphasic child often exhibits breakdowns in comprehension of 
spoken utterances. It has been noted by researchers (Chase, 1972; 
Eisenson, 1966) that often comprehension is aided by simplifying the 
spoken sentence or speaking more slowly. The use of rate control as 
an aid to comprehension of specific linguistic structures has been a 
focus of research with young normal and aphasic. children (Thompson, 
1969; Berry and Erickson, 1973). These researchers suggest that compre-
hension is aided by expanding the rate at which the speech signal is 
presented. Other research (Foulke, 1969; Stroud, 1967; Jester, 1966) 
supports the idea that comprehension decreases as rate is increased. 
Based on this, the present study was designed to answer the folloti'-
ing questionsa 
1) what effect does rate-controlled speech have on the compre-
hension ab:tlities of young normal and young aphasic children? and 
2) are specific linguistic structures more readily comprehended 
by young normal and young aphasic children when rate is controlled? 
f.1ethod 
Fifteen children, between the ages of five and seven years, were 
divided into two groups. The aphasic group was comprised of ten 
children diagnosed as aphasic/severe oral language handicapped-by the 
Stanislaus Department of Special Education. This· diagnosis includedt 
normal :tntelligence, as determined by a non-verbal intelligence scale; 
normal hearing; and a language delay in either the comprehension and/or 
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expression of language which warrants remedial education. An additional 
criterion was a judgment on the part of the special class teacher that 
the child experienced an impairment primarily influenced by an auditory 
processing disorder. The five normal (non-language impaired) subjects 
were of normal intelligence, of normal.hearing, enrolled in regular 
lassrooms, anct currently not receiVing remedial educational services. 
The stimulus material consisted of 38' linguistic structures and 
four single words which were presented to each subject auditorily through 
headphones. Responses by the subjects involved pointing to one of,three 
pictures which they believed best represented the sentence they heard. 
$ach child was presented with all 42 stimulus items under three 
rate conditions: expanded, compressed and normal. Presentations were 
-
at a two week interval for each subject, to reduce the learning effect. 
The compression and expansion of t~e stimulus material was done 
by means of the Pitch Normalizer, an electronic d.evice which alters 
rate without affecting pitch. The responses of the subjects to the stim~ 
ulus presentation were analyzed statistically. 
Results and Conclusions 
The Mann-\-lhitney U Test was performed, revealing the following& 
1) Significant differences in comprehension occuxred between the 
two, groups for all rate conditions. 
2) Significant differences in comprehension of linguistic structures 
occurred within the control group, the normal and expanded rate conditions 
benefitting comprehension above that of the compressed rate. 
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J) A significant difference in comprehension was observed between 
the normal and expanded rate conditions for the aphasic group, with 
higher scores occurring at the normal rate. 
Although expansion of speech did not appear to aid comprehension 
for either group of subjects, it was observed that certain structures 
were comprehended better at the expanded rate. Also, some individual 
The length of utterance, however, must be considered as having in-
fluenced the comprehension of certain structures at the expanded rate. 
The reason for this could possibly be that it is difficult for the aphasic 
child to retain lengthy units of information due to a short memory span. 
Therefore, perhaps expansion of speech only aids in the comprehension 
of short utterances. Due to the small population used in the study, 
itis difficult to make any conclusions regarding the auditory process-
ing abilities of young normal and aphasic children based on the results 
obtained. 
Suggestions for further research . 
The fol~owing topics have been suggested for further research by 
this study. 
1) A study involving a larger population of aphasic children is 
needed to determine what percentage of these children could benefit 
from expanded speech. 
2) A study is needed to expand the rate of speech to even more 
than 50%, as was done in the present study. Perhaps comprehension would 
be aided by even great9r expansion. Also, an observation made by this 
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experimenter was that some shorter sentences appeared to be more easily 
comprehended at the expanded rate. It is suggested that because a 
shortened memory span is one characteristic of the aphasic child {Eisenson, 
1966; Aten,l972) that this may negatively influence comprehension of 
lengthy structures at the expanded rate. Therefore, if the rate was 
further expanded, results might reveal that the auditory processing sys~ 
tern of the aphasic child cannot deal with longer durations of time in 
processing lengthy utterances~ 
). More research is needed in the area of comprehension of linguistic 
structures at all rates of speech, by both normal and aphasic children. 
4. Finally, if aphasic subjects were exposed to several presenta-
tions of the expanded rate, perhaps differences in comprehension would be 
evident. This would analyze the effect of learning on this type of 
stimulus. 
I ~ 
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LIST OF TEST STIMULI APPENDilC A..__ ____ _ 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a· 
9 
10 
Structure (word) Sentence 
Number-gender distinc-1 I She is sleeping. 
tion in pronouns. 
Subject-object reverse~ll The wolf bites· the duck. 
with same surface 
structure 
Embedded active-
passive clause 
Adjective noun marker 
Graded vocabulary 
Passive-active voice 
Adjectives: two co-
ordinate modifiers for 
one noun head 
(comparative) 
The duck is glad to eat. 
Farmer 
Architecture 
The boy is pushed by the girl. 
This is bigger and heavier than a 
dog. 
Wh-question form for I I Where is the girl? 
location 
Time relation I I The dog will eat after the eat. 
T-..:o non-co-ordinate II A large red ball. 
modifiers for one noun 
head (absolute) 
-·-·-~ -
Additional sentences suggested by drawings 
He is sleeping; they are sleeping. 
The duck bites the wolf; wolf bites 
the log. 
The duck is €POd to eat; the duck runs. 
Farm; city 
Art; armadill.o 
Girl is pushed by the boy; boy is pushing 
the door. 
This is a dog; this is smaller and 
lighter than a dog. 
The girl is looking for the lady; 
The boy and girl are sitting down. 
The dog is eating first; the dog and 
cat are eating together. 
A small red ball; a large blue ball. 
':,1 
# 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
I 
ll I' Ill 
Structure 
Recipient as preposi-
tional phrase 
Subject-verb agreement 
(irregular noun) 
Noun in possessive 
case 
Adjectiva attribute. 
Quantity 
Uncontraeted negation 
of verb 
Preposition of place 
Perfective aspect 
(past participle) 
Graded vocabulary 
Comparative 
Pronoun reference 
Same as #2 
Sentence 
He gives the block to Father. 
The deer are eating. 
This is mother•s cat. 
Fast. 
She has more blocks. 
She is not smiling. 
The cat is under the chair. 
Mother has done the work. 
Where is the dog barking? 
This is colder than milk. 
The boy is looking at you. 
The duck bites the wolf. 
I 
I' 
Additional sentences su~~ested bv drawin~s. 
Father gives the block to him; she gives 
the block to Father. 
The deer is eating; the deer are running. 
This is a mother cat; this is Father's cat. 
Slow-stationary 
She has no blocks; he has fewer blocks. 
She is smiling; he is smiling. 
The cat is beside the chair; the eat is on 
the chair. 
Mother is doing the work. 
Where is the dog standing? Where is the 
dog eating? 
This is milk; this is hotter than milk. 
The boy is looking away; the boy is looking 
at her. 
# 
231 
241 
I 
25 
26 
27 
2s 1 
291 
30 I 
31 
32 
33 
I 
I, 
;.I 
i ,. 
I Ill 
Structure 
Same as #3 
Graded vocabulary 
Same as #6 
Spatial relation 
Wh-Question form for 
huTJlan referent 
Wh-Question form for 
object referent 
Orcier in series 
Recipient as indirect 
object 
Demonstrative pronoun 
Pun-two meanings for 
one word 
Preposition of place 
(direction) 
Sentence 
The duck is good to eat. 
Empty 
The girl is pushed by the 
boy. 
The girl is on top. 
Who is at the door? 
What is in the box? 
The ball is last. 
He gives Mother the cat. 
This is my dog. 
This is not a match. 
The cat is running through 
the hoop. 
Additional sentences suggested by drawings. 
Full; half full 
The boy is on top; the boy and girl are 
on top. 
What is at the door?r a.door. 
Who is in the box? 
The ball.is-.firet; the ball is second. 
Father gives him the cat; Mother gives 
him the cat. 
That is my dog; this is my bird. 
This is a match (pair of mittens) (match 
aflame). 
The cat is running under.the hoop; 
the cat is running over the hoop. 
.i 
I 
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# 
34 
35 
Structure 
Number distinction in 
nouns (plurality) 
Negation of noun 
phrase 
36 I Future tense 
(uncontracted) 
3'7 I Simple past tense 
38 I Object of embedded 
verb is pseudo-
subject 
39 I Two modifiers for 
two nouns {absolute) 
40 I Negation of noun phrase 
41 I Number-gender distinc-
tion in pronouns 
42 I' Contracted negation 
of verb (copula) 
I 
I 
i 
I I 
I I 
:' ~:_j j L 
Sentence - _ L~tionaLs~s syggoste<Ll>Y_draWil)@_ - =: 
The boys are climbing trees. 
The man has no children. 
The boy will jump. 
Father made it. 
The doll is hard to see, 
The large brown elephant 
steps on the small white 
ball. 
No one is happy. 
He gives her a box. 
Someone isn't happy. 
I 
The boy is climbing trees; the boys are 
climbing a tree. 
Children; the man h~~ children. 
The boy isn't jumping; the boy is jumping. 
Father is making it; Father will make it. 
The doll is having a hard time seeing; 
a doll. 
Large brown elephant steps on large white ball; 
Small brown elephant steps on small white ball. 
Everyone is happy; someone isn't happy. 
He gives him a box; he gives them a box. 
Everyone is happy; someone isn't happy. 
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PezcentMes of eorrect :re~ns~'s made by g:t"ou:ps to sentences 
STRUCTURE (WORD) 
Number-Gender dis-
tinction in pronouns 
Demonstrative pronoun 
Pronoun reference 
Subject-object 
reversal 
Graded vocabulary 
Adjective noun marker 
Adjective attribute 
"!:.· 
I j_ 
SENTENCE (S) 
. I . 
She 1,. sleeping. 
He · gi vl·es her a box. 
This i.s my dog. 
The bo!y is looking at you. 
The '"J'lf bites the duck. 
The dJ.ck bites the wolf. 
\fhere lis the dog barking? 
Empty 
Archi,ecture 
Farme, 
Fast I 
A laxgr red ~aJ.l ~.. e· _ 
The layge brown elep~ant steps on 
the smi~l white ball. 
I 
l 
I 
·n:ltt:!llll!' 
I 
I I i 11 I I I . 
.i I . I I ll I' Ill I SENTENCE ( s) ..... i APHASICS CONTROlS 
-
Expanded Compressed Normal Expande< Compressed. Noz-mal 
-
Comparative This ils bigger and heavier than a 40 40 80 100 80 100 dog. 
This ls colder than milk. 50 I 30 70 I 100 40 100 I . . Quantity She ha~ more blocks. 90 40 80 100 80 100 
This J.s not a match. · Pun 30 0 20 0 0 20 
This Js mother's cat. Possessive case 6o 40 60 80 100 100 noun 
No oJ is happy. Negation of noun .. · · · 6o I 70 70 100 I 100 100 phrase 
The maL has no children. 90 60 100 100 100 100 
She isl not smiling •. Negation of verb . 90 60 70 100 20 40 
Someo1• isn •t happy, 30 40 30 100 20 L~o 
I Simple past tense FatheJ made it. · 40 30 50 100 100 100 
Perfective aspect Mothe_l has done the work. 4o 40 100 80 6o 80 
Fo..1ture tense 70 30 40 80 60 80 The bJ~ will jump. I 
Subject-verb The deler are eating. 50 20 60 80 6o 80 agreement 
The bo:rs are climbing trees. 20 30 20 100 100 100 
I 
I I 
-I 
I 
' 
i 
··:· 11 ........ . 
STRUC'l'URE (WOP.D) 
Active-passive 
voice 
Embedded active-
passive clause 
Object of embedded 
verb is pseudo-
subject 
Time relation 
Spatial relation 
Order in series 
Preposition of place 
Recipient as a . 
prepositional phrase 
Recipient as an 
indirect object 
Question form 
L ttl 
'''1'11T 
SENTENCE (S) 
I The bo~· is pushed by the girl. 
The gifl is pushed by the boy. 
The du1k is glad to eat. 
The duf:k is good to eat. 
The doll is hard to see. 
The dog will eat after the eat. 
The gJ~l is on top. 
The bJLl is last. 
I . 
The car is under the chair. 
The car is running through the 
hoop. I 
He givrs the block to Father. 
He giv[~s Mother the cat. 
Where , s the girl? 
Who isl at the door? 
What i:s in the box? 
l'_ .,_. __ . . _.,'. 1 : 
,.. .. _ AP~!~ICS f I. , CONTROLS 
~~pressed I Normal kx:panded lcompressed I Normal-
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30 
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4o 
40 
30 
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50 
60 
. 30 
70 
80 
70 
50 
20 
90 
40 
I 
I 
6o 
50 
80 
70 
10 
80 
40 
50 
90 
70 
30 
50 
50 
90 
70 
80 
80 
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60 
60 
60 
80 
. 80 
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60 
100 
100 
100 
60 
80 
I 
100 
100 
80 
0 
20 
60 
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100 
100 
20 
40 
100 
20 
100 
60 
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100 
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60 
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80 
100 
60 
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100 
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60 
6o 
